The asymptotic analysis of IBVPs for the singularly perturbed parabolic PDE @ t u + @ x u = " @ xx u in the limit " ! 0 motivate investigations of certain recursively de ned approximative series (\ping{pong expansions"). The recursion formulae rely on operators assigning to a boundary condition at the left or the right boundary a solution of the parabolic PDE. Su cient conditions for uniform convergence of ping{pong expansions are derived and a detailed analysis for the model problem @ t u + @ x u = " @ xx u is given.
Introduction
The recursive approximation derived in this paper arises from investigations on a singularly perturbed two{phase Stefan problem: If one of the two phases is characterized by slow di usion, then a boundary layer at the phase change will yield a modi ed Stefan condition for the unperturbed one{phase problem. Using matched asymptotic expansions a zeroth order correction term has been derived in SU] . This correction term is su ciently accurate as long as the moving interface stays away from a xed boundary. If the moving interface approaches this xed boundary, the whole problem will become { due to interacting layers { quite complicated. Moreover, the derivation of higher order corrections can not be performed in a straightforward manner using standard matching techniques from asymptotic analysis. To have a close insight to the singularly perturbed phase, it turned out to be necessary to develop a seemingly new (compare Bob, GFLRT, RST]) asymptotic analysis for the model problem @ t u " + @ x u " = " @ xx u " ; u " (0; x) = 1 ? x; u " (t; 0) = 1; u " (t; 1) = 0: (1.1) with " 1. After re{scaling t and x one gets from (1.1) a half-space problem on 0; 1 , which yields the approximation v " (t; x) = 1 ? x The function v " is, for small values of " and away from the right boundary x = 1, an excellent approximation for u " , such that essential properties of u " Bob, GFLRT] may be deduced from an almost elementary discussion of v " , i.e. lim "!0 v " (t; x) = 1 ? (x ? t) ; x ? t > 0 1 ; t ? x < 0
The following three questions arise naturally: 1) Why is v " such a good approximation for u " ?
2) How may one derive a correction term to handle the boundary layer at x = 1 ?
3) How can higher order terms be constructed ? In the course of the discussion of the questions above it turned out that certain \one{sided" operators that assign to a given boundary condition at the left or the right boundary a solution of the PDE play the most important role. To clarify the importance of these operators a more general setting is appropriate.
We shall therefore be concerned with a general class of initial{boundary value problems of the form ( @ t u " ? A " u " ] =: P " u " ] = f " ; u " (0; x) = u I " (x); u " (t; 0) = " (t); u " (t; 1) = " (t);
(1.2)
where " 1 is a \small" parameter. The time variable t ranges in J =]0; T with T 2]0; 1 , the spatial variable x in ! =]0; 1 and f " belongs to C B (! T ), where ! T = J !. Moreover, we assume u I " 2 C 2 B (!) and " ; " 2 C B (J). The "{dependent operator A " is de ned on C 2 (! T ) by
where a " ; b " ; c " 2 C B (! T ).
We shall make use of the concept of \C 2 {solutions" of (1.2).
De nition 1. u " is a C 2 {solution of (1.2) i 1) u " 2 C 2 := fv 2 C 2 (! T ) \ C B (! T ) : v(t; 0+), v(t; 1?) exist for all t 2 J, and v( ; 0+), v( ; 1?) belong to C B (J)g; 2) for all (t 0 ; x 0 ) 2 ! T : @ t u " (t 0 ; x 0 ) = A " u " ](t 0 ; x 0 ), 3) u " ( ; 0+) = " and u " ( ; 1?) = " . a) According to E1) the function I " satis es P I " ] = f " and ful lls the initial conditions. It is not assumed that I " satis es the boundary conditions. b) Due to E1), E2) the function u 0 " = I " + l 0 " + r 0 " is a C 2 {solution of ( P u at the right boundary: one solves a \right{hand boundary value problem", whose purpose is the elimination of l +1 " (:; 1?) at the right boundary (\pong"). Therefore, one can motivate to call the approximation de ned by E1){E5) a \ping{pong expansion". The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we show how recursively de ned series E1){E5) arise at hand of the model problem @ t u " = ?@ x u " + " @ xx u " ; u " (0; x) = 1 ? x; u " (t; 0) = 1; u " (t; 1) = 0:
4) lim
The investigations are settled on solutions z " of \half{space problems", i.e. z " satisfy IBVPs associated with @ t z " = @ x z " + " @ xx z " on intervals ]0; 1 and ] ? 1; 1 , respectively. In Section 3 ping{pong series of the type E1){E5) are investigated from an abstract point of view. The main result is the derivation of su cient conditions for convergence, where the proof relies on a geometric series argument. The investigations of Section 2 and the theoretical result of Section 3 are combined in Section 4 to investigate properties of ping{pong expansions for
u " (t; 0) = " (t); u " (t; 1) = " (t) :
2 An Introductionary Example
In this section we are concerned with the model problem @ t u " = ?@ x u " + " @ xx u " ; u " (0; x) = 1 ? x; u " (t; 0) = 1; u " (t; 1) = 0:
for \small" values of ". In this case an asymptotic analysis of (2.1) has been performed in Bob] and -in a more general setting -in GFLRT]. Four aspects dominate the behaviour of u " as " ! 0 (see Figure 1 ): 1) u " converges as " ! 0 in a \rather good" (i.e. without oscillations) sense to the function u 0 : ! T ! R, u 0 (t; x) = 1 ? (x ? t) ; t x 1 ; x < t ; i.e. u 0 solves the transport equation @ t u 0 + @ x u 0 = 0; u 0 (0; x) = 1 ? x; u 0 (t; 0) = 1: 2) The limiting function u 0 is less regular than any u " , " > 0. The loss of regularity is due to the competition between initial values and boundary values (at x = 0) along the characteristics f(t; x) 2 ! T : x = tg.
3) The boundary condition at x = 1 is lost in the limit " ! 0. This amounts to the appearance of boundary layers for u " , " > 0, at x = 1. 4) Away from the \critical" regions f(t; x) 2 ! T : x = tg and x = 1 we have uniform convergence of u " to u 0 as " ! 0. The best way to proceed with an asymptotic analysis of (2.1) is to try to nd an outer expansion of u " . Speaking phenomenologically for small values of " the boundary value at x = 1 is \far away" from the behaviour of u " on J ]0; ].
Taking this idea literally, one may think to shift the boundary condition from x = 1 to x ! 1 { and thus to ignore it. Hence, we are led to consider the half{space problem What to do with the boundary condition at x = 1? As I " exhibits no boundary layer at x = 1, one has to nd a correction term.
The canonical way to proceed would be to re{scale the equations close to x = 1 and to apply matching procedures afterwards. This strategy however, though promising, leads us astray from recursively de ned approximating series for u " and a di erent strategy is needed. . These considerations show that there is no chance to get higher order corrections just by adding half{space terms, which compensate the wrong boundary condition at x = 0. One has to take into account corrections at the right boundary as well. 
A Convergence Result for Ping{Pong Expansions
The investigations in this section will be settled on the following assumptions on the singularly perturbed parabolic equation ( Some remarks will clarify the theorem above: 1) In Theorem 2 no strong maximum principle is assumed. This is in accordance with GFLRT] whose asymptotic analysis is settled only on a weak maximum principle. In Theorem 2 assumptions A1){A8) allow for a replacement of the maximum principle by the weaker assumption B3).
2) According to ( i.e. we can choose a xed \order" of the expansion to achieve a prescribed accuracy of the approximation, independently of " 2]0; " 0 . 3b) If is not increasing, then the norm u " ? P k =0 u " 1 will possibly grow for xed k. In this case an increasingly number (as " ! 0) of terms in the expansion of u " may be necessary to achieve a certain accuracy of the approximation.
3c) The additional assumption \lim "!0 (") = 0" ensures that u 0 " is for all su ciently small " an acceptable approximation for u " .
An Application of Ping{Pong Expansions
In this section we deal with singularly perturbed IBVPs of the form ( P " u " ] := @ t u " + @ x u " ? " @ xx u " = 0; u " (0; x) = u I " (x); u " (t; 0) = " (t); u " (t; 1) = " (t); (4.1) where we assume that ", u I " , " ; " satisfy A1), A3) and A4). It can be left to the reader to verify that A5) holds under these assumptions.
We will make use of the fact that u a) The initial function I " . Lemma 4. Assume A1), A3) and D1){D3). For (t; x) 2 ! T let I " (t; x) = exp ? c) The operator R " .
The purpose of R " is to map right{boundary data b into C 2 such that P " R 
Conclusion
In the previous sections we derived a recursive approximation for singularly perturbed parabolic equations of the form @ t u " = a " u " + b " @ x u " + c " @ xx u " ; u " (0; x) = u I " (x) for x 2]0; 1 with time{dependent boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1, repectively. The approximation is derived from sucessive solutions of related half{space problems, where the intermediate boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1 are alternately shifted to in nity. This motivates to call the recursive approximation a \ping{pong" expansion. We gave a detailed convergence analysis of the new asymptotic method and applied the method to a certain model problem. As mentioned in the introduction, our present investigations originated from an asymptotic analysis of a singularly perturbed two{phase Stefan problem and the application of ping{pong expansions to this problem is currently under investigation.
